Learning Skills

Letter Recognition
The Alphabet Song introduces letter names.

Early Number Concepts
Songs and activities explore numbers 1 through 5.

Motor Skills and Movement
Squeezing, clapping and dancing develop coordination and fine motor skills.

Body Parts Recognition
Learning BABY TAD helps babies recognize hands, feet, and belly.

There’s more to love and learn from LeapFrog!
Each spin of the wheel introduces letters, animals, sounds and songs.

The Spin and Sing Alphabet Zoo™
6+ months

Collect the whole Learn & Groove™ band for bilingual learning through music and movement!

Learn and Groove Counting Maracas
6+ months

Learn and Groove Musical Table
6+ months

Learning experiences are never one-size-fits-all. That’s why we created a customizable online LeapFrog® Learning Path that lets you celebrate and shape each child’s unique learning journey. Connect and see what they’re learning, how they’re growing and, most importantly, who they’re becoming.

leapfrog.com/learningpath

You can also sign up to receive email updates with special offers, educational insights and the latest in learning from LeapFrog.

leapfrog.com

Don’t have web access? See the reverse side for instructions on how to register by mail.

See the Learning.
Squeeze Tad’s hand to play songs.

Light flashes on his shirt to enter Daytime Mode and then slowly fade to Nighttime Mode.

Press Tad’s belly to change alphabet and parts of the body.

Press the moon on Tad’s shirt to enter Nighttime Mode, and then squeeze one of his hands again for up to ten minutes of soothing melodies.

Note: Pressing the moon switch again will bring Tad back to daytime mode.

Getting Started

To use BABY TAD, press the battery pack through the back of BABY TAD’s shirt. Note: Daytime Mode: Squeeze theMoon switch to automatically turn Tad off after 30 minutes of inactivity.

Daytime Mode:

Press it again to switch him to nighttime mode.

Press the Moon switch on his shirt.

Nighttime Mode:

You can wake him up by

Part of the body

Press the moon to switch Tad to Nighttime mode.

Chores

Press one of his hands again for up to ten minutes of soothing melodies.
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Part of the body

Press the moon to switch Tad to Nighttime mode.
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